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Data Products

● Where it started
● Where we are now 
● What you really need
● What it takes



Where it all started



Strata Conference - 2011



2012



Linkedin’s data products



Many products 
use data for a great UX



“ [data] products aren’t about the 
data; they’re about enabling their 
users to do whatever they want, 
which most often has little to do 
with data “



Where we are today



Dashboard Decision Support

Internal Leaders and data analysts use 
DWH + Metabase. 

Sales reps use Salesforce Einstein. 

External Your product shows charts or 
enforces rules. 

Your product gives good advice to users

Many faces of data products



Dashboard Decision Support

Internal We had this for decades.
Still non-trivial.

Rare in B2B

External Exists and growing fast. Most 
innovation is here.

Rare in B2B

How are we doing in each?



Dashboard Decision Support

Internal This is what “data 
products” mostly 

means today

Rare in B2B

External This is what “data 
products” meant at 

LinkedIn, Netflix, etc

How are we doing in each?



What you really need
to build



Internal Dashboards

External Dashboards

External Decisions

Internal Decisions



Vendors point to top of pyramid
But we are often still at the bottom



What it takes to get there?



Internal Dashboards



Internal Dashboards are Deceptively Simple…

Production DB DWHETL Query



You forgot the other sources

DWH

ETL Query

APIs



And the other users…

DWH

ETL Queries

APIs APIs



Oh, and it is critical, right?

DWH

ETL Queries

APIs APIs

🔐



Data as a Product



Every product has a
data product

Data products have 
many users / personas

Cleaning, standardization, 
discovery, security, 

governance, documented

Product teams own 
“source data products”

Architecture, code, 
infrastructure

Some users create new 
data products

Aggregation, correctness, 
discovery, security, 

governance, documented



Every data product
internal or external

needs owners



External Dashboards



External Dashboards are Deceptively Simple…

Production DB



Is this it?

DWH
ETL Query

APIs



Your customers expect consistent low latency
20-200ms for anything IOT
200-2000ms for web apps



This is pretty much it.

Analytics DB
Kafka Queries

APIs



External Decisions



[data] products aren’t about the 
data; they’re about enabling their 
users to do whatever they want, 
which most often has little to do 
with data



Smart products lead to successful users lead to successful products.

“Features you 
may like”

In-product 
usage guide

“You started using 
X…”

Looks like this isn’t 
working. Try…

Personalized 
experience

“You really 
shouldn’t”

“Successful 
users often 
do Z”

Smart 
search 
(cmd-K)

Usage 
based billing

Auto-scale

Self-heal



Smart products are about delivering 
 delightful user experience.



Design experiences where users 
and algorithms share control



This may be a misfit

Analytics DB
Kafka Queries



This architecture is challenging but common:

?? Serving 
K/V 

store

Big
Data
Lake

House

Kafka API



Maybe a better future?

Streaming 
DB



Sophisticated 
analysis

Low latency

Data stores are placed on this continuum
Great user experience requires both

We end up running multiple DBs and ETL pipes



“A Database can’t do everything
but a data platform could”

--Sriram Subraminian, 
CEO of Stealth Startup



Wrap it up



Key points:

Good data products 
make data usable

Great data products 
make data disappear

Different problems 
require 
different databases



Thank you for attending!
If you are building infrastructure SaaS (DB, ETL, ML, etc 
as a service), or if you are interested in control-plane 
architectures and their unique data challenges. 

Please contact me. 

@gwenshap gwen@thenile.dev



Imagine: managed data platform

Entities Metrics / KPIs Events

REST Search Queries Handlers



Tons of OSS tools



What went wrong?

Conceptual GapsBusiness Technology Gaps



10 years later…



10 years later…



Most people imagine:

Vendors sell you:


